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angelica henry

he distinctive living environments of Angelica Henry evoke the spirit and
personality of its owners using a sophisticated yet versatile aesthetic
comprised of striking finishes, unexpected details and carefully curated

furnishings. Blending the personal with the practical, the Scottsdale-based designer
and owner of Angelica Henry Design crafts interiors that are both beautiful and
comfortable. “I strive to create impactful and inspiring yet livable and functional
designs that speak to each and every client,” shares Henry. With a focus on individuality,

“Each client deserves an
environment that is a
reflection of who they are and
that enhances their lifestyle.”

each project of Henry’s is tailored specifically to the needs and tastes of the client.
“Each project revolves around the homeowner—their needs, wants and lifestyle.
The final design is not only a culmination of my aesthetic but is also largely a part
of who they are,” she says.
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What led you to your current profession?
I have always loved using my creativity since
getting in trouble for coloring on the walls at a
young age. Interior design seemed like a good
way to explore that creativity on a daily basis.
How do you think your clients would
characterize you?
My clients have commented that I am innovative,
thorough and responsive and that I even
interpreted their design style beyond what they
had imagined!
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 hat projects have brought you the most
W
satisfaction and why?
I relish the projects where I am able to work
alongside talented architects, builders and other
professionals throughout the entire process. It
allows me to draw from the architectural details
and thread everything together from the big
picture to the smallest details.
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Who or what inspires you most?
I find inspiration in everything around me. Simply
seeing a new product or material can often spark
my creativity. I also love to reinterpret and use
conventional materials in an unexpected way.
W hat do you like most about your job?
I just love to design—period! I am forever on the
hunt for the perfect material, furniture piece or
light fixture, and if I cannot find it, I design one.

1 Cotton, my Slovensky Cuvac, has an
enormous personality to match his size
and always makes me smile. 2 I love to
design and incorporate light fixtures that
make a bold statement. This custom
backlit panel serves as both lighting and
art. 3 I enjoy spending time outdoors
while hiking and geocaching.

